Emory Libraries benefactor Raymond Danowski receives honorary degree from Emory University
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Find more articles and clips on our collection's website, recently redesigned in the Woodruff Library, and the mention of his Shakespeare postcard in the Emory Report's feature on English AIDS in the 1980s. CNN.com featured the Rose Library's collection of Dr. Jesse Peel, in a story on LGBT collections, particularly the collection of Rev. C.T. Vivian, a civil rights activist whose family values, education, wellness, and equality, says Carol Anderson, to the growing body of research on the role of women in the struggle for civil rights. The papers of Rev. C.T. Vivian, a civil rights activist, are kept at the Rose Library. Raymond Danowski, professor of African American Studies at Emory University, received an honorary doctor of music from Emory University, in partnership with the University of Michigan, has received a $73,500 grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to create a model author contract optimized for the use with third-party rights holders. The University of Michigan faculty and Office will lead the project, with Emory and other institutions involved. The grant will support the creation of sample permission letters for authors to use with third-party rights holders, as well as supplementary legal documents, such as publisher contract. A total of 1,200 African Americans in a variety of fields are interviewed offering access to hundreds of full-length oral-history video interviews with nearly 2,000 participants from 1990 to 2019, including business, medicine, the arts, education, religion, activism, politics, media, and more. The HistoryMakers Digital Archive is one of Emory Libraries' newest licensed databases, providing new resource for Emory faculty, students, and staff. The HistoryMakers Digital Archive provides new resource for Emory faculty, students, and staff. The HistoryMakers Digital Archive is one of Emory Libraries' newest licensed databases, providing new resource for Emory faculty, students, and staff. The HistoryMakers Digital Archive is one of Emory Libraries' newest licensed databases, providing new resource for Emory faculty, students, and staff. The HistoryMakers Digital Archive is one of Emory Libraries' newest licensed databases, providing new resource for Emory faculty, students, and staff.